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**Abstract**

The lateral nasal wall contains the nasal turbinates (conchæ) which are used as landmarks during functional endoscopic surgery. Various morphological possibilities of turbinates were reported, such as bifidity of the inferior turbinate, and extra middle turbinates, such as the secondary middle turbinate. During a retrospective Cone Beam Computed Tomography study of nasal turbinates in a patient we found previously unreported variants of the superior nasal turbinates. These had, bilaterally, ethmoidal and sphenoidal insertions. On the right side we found a bifid superior turbinate and on the left side we found a secondary superior turbinate located beneath the normal/principal one, in the superior nasal meatus. These demonstrate that if a variant morphology is possible for a certain turbinate, it could occur in any nasal turbinate but it has not been yet observed or reported.
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**Introduction**

The lateral nasal wall contains the nasal conchae or turbinates. The inferior one is a separate bone. All the other turbinates are ethmoidal: middle, superior and, occasionally, supreme (Santorini’s concha) [3,9,15]. Different anatomic variants of nasal turbinates were
reported across time. The most common is the middle turbinate pneumatization (concha bullosa), but all other turbinates were found, although rarely, pneumatized [7].

Bifidity of nasal turbinates is a rare anatomic variation. Bifid middle turbinates [10], as well as inferior bifid turbinates [1,13,14,17,18,22,23,28], were reported.

Extra middle turbinates were previously reported, such as the secondary middle turbinate [4]. This is a bony structure arising from the lateral nasal wall and located lateral to the normal/principal middle turbinate, beneath the basal lamella of middle turbinate, in the middle nasal meatus [2,26].

Paranasal sinuses as well as several regions of the orbit may be accessed through the lateral nasal wall, of which anatomy is dominated by the nasal turbinates [5]. Anatomic variations of turbinates may have impact on the pathology and surgical approaches of paranasal sinuses, orbit or skull base [5,17,20]. Such anatomic variations may be recognised on CT sections [1].

To our knowledge there have not been previously reported anatomic variants such as the bifid superior turbinate or the secondary superior turbinate. We found this variation in the case we report here, these two variants being unilateral, on the opposite sides. These were found during a retrospective study of Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) archived files.

Materials and methods

During a retrospective study of 200 CBCT files, a peculiar anatomic variant was encountered when the archived files of a 54 year-old female patient were explored. The CBCT scan had been indicated for dental procedures, thus the case was not documented endoscopically. The subject were scanned using a CBCT machine – iCat (Imaging Sciences International) with the specific settings detailed previously [19]. We exported the DICOM files for documentation with the Planmeca Romexis Viewer 3.5.0.R software. We evaluated the multiplanar reconstructions (MPRs) in all three dimensions, as well as the three-dimensional volume renderizations of specified areas using the Soft Tissue filter. Relevant anatomical features were exported as *.tif image files. The patient has given written informed consent for all medical data (including radiographs, CBCT scans and intraoral images) to be used for research and teaching purposes, provided the protection of the identity is maintained.
**Anatomic variation**

The anatomical details of the lateral nasal walls were documented on MPRs in all three dimensions, as well as on 3DVRs.

The nasal septum was slightly deviated on the right side, which enlarged the left nasal fossa. On each face of the septum was found a horizontal spur (fig.1A). The larger spur was towards the right nasal fossa. Within the postero-superior part of the nasal septum penetrated an anterior (sphenoseptal) recess of the left sphenoidal sinus.

On coronal slices there were identified bilateral agger nasi cells, located anterior and superior to the anterior ends of the middle turbinates. The agger nasi cells were extended posteriorly within the lacrimal bones, superior to the middle turbinates.

The inferior nasal turbinates were morphologically normal, the left one being slightly larger and longer than the opposite one.

The middle turbinates were asymmetrically sized, the left one being obviously larger and longer (fig.1). The right middle turbinate was not pneumatized but it presented a paradoxical-like indentation on its medial face at the contact with the right nasal septal spur. In its middle third the left middle turbinate was also paradoxically-like indented by the left spur of the nasal septum (figs.1A, 3). Within the lamellar part of the posterior third of middle turbinate was found a small concha bullosa which opened directly in the middle nasal meatus.

On the left side a medially bent uncinate process appeared as accessory middle turbinate (figs.1B, 3).

The superior turbinates were bilaterally present, being attached laterally to the ethmoid but also posteriorly to the sphenoidal sinus anterior wall (fig.1C, 1D), thus sphenoethmoidal insertions. The right superior turbinate had a bifid morphology of the free border (figs.1A, 1C, 2). On the left side was found a secondary superior turbinate (figs.1A, 1D, 3) which had an ethmoidal insertion different of the superior/principal one, being located within the superior nasal meatus beneath the respective superior turbinate and superior to the middle turbinate (figs.1A, 3).

**Discussion**
According to Stammberger (1991), quoted in [27], the nasal turbinates develop from a series of ridges in the fetal lateral nasal wall: the maxilloturbinal, the five ethmoturbinals and the nasoturbinal [24]. From the second and the third ethmoturbinal derive, respectively, the permanent middle and superior turbinate [16,27]. In these regards, one could not speculate an altered morphogenesis leading to the bifidity of the superior turbinate. However, a secondary superior turbinate occurring between the middle and the superior ones could let one speculate that between the second and third ethmoturbinals a supplemental one was formed and further from it derived the secondary superior turbinate.

On the other hand, the pneumatization of the superior turbinate is a known anatomic possibility of variation [6-8,11,12,15,25]. Therefore, it can be speculated that a largely opened concha bullosa superior could get a bifid appearance. However, the linear aspect of the bifidity we presented in 3DVR is different to a largely opened bullous one and, moreover, it is not inflated from a neighbour pneumatization. Cobzeanu et al. (2014) found pneumatized superior turbinate draining into the sphenoidal sinus and the suprabullar recess [7].

The superior turbinate was termed by Orlandi et al (1999) “the forgotten turbinate”. This although the superior turbinate is well within the field of dissection during posterior ethmoidectomy and sphenoid sinusotomy and is an anatomical landmark of the natural ostium of the sphenoidal sinus [16]. In these regards a bifid morphology or a duplicate of the superior turbinate could impede on the specific procedures of functional endoscopic sinus surgery, especially if the anatomic background is poorly documented prior to interventions. Anatomic variations of the superior turbinate also impede on the transnasal approaches of the skull base and cranial fossae[15].

One approach of the sphenoidal sinus involves resection of the inferior part of the superior turbinate and it was raised the question whether or not this is an olfactory mucosa situs [21]. It was further demonstrated that a loss of olfactory ability could not be determined by such an excision [21].

**Conclusive remark**

Our findings document previously unknown possibilities of anatomic variation of the superior nasal turbinate, the bifid superior turbinate and the secondary superior turbinate. These demonstrate that if a morphological variant is possible for a certain turbinate, it could
be found in any nasal turbinate but perhaps was not observed or reported yet. Specialists should be aware of the possibilities of anatomic variation of turbinates, which may alter drainage pathways or misguide the surgeon.
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FIGURES LEGENDS

Figure 1. Cone Beam CT multiplanar reconstructions: A – coronal, through the sphenoid recesses; B – coronal, through crista galli; C – Higher axial, through the sphenoid recesses; D – lower axial through the sphenoid recesses. On the right side is identified a bifid superior nasal turbinate (arrow) attached (*) to the respective sphenoid sinus wall (concha sphenoidalis). On the left side several variations are found: (1) a superior nasal turbinate (double-headed arrow) with ethmoidal and sphenoidal insertion; (2) a secondary superior turbinate (arrowhead) located laterally to the normal/principal one; (3) a moderate paradoxical-like indentation on the convex surface of the middle nasal turbinate (inset) and (4) a secondary middle turbinate (triple-headed arrow). MS: maxillary sinus; SS: sphenoidal sinus.

Figure 2. Three-dimensional volume renderizations (filter Soft Tissue). A. Medial view of right lateral nasal wall, through a breach of the nasal septum. 1.frontal sinus; 2.nasal septum (partly); 3.right middle nasal turbinate; 4.right inferior turbinate; 5.right superior nasal turbinate, medially viewed; 6.sphenoid sinus. B. Oblique inferior view of a cut through the right ethmoidal labyrinth and orbit. 1.right nasolacrimal canal; 2.right orbit; 3.posterior ethmoid air cell; 4.right temporal fossa; 5.inferior view of the bifid right superior nasal
turbinate; 6. right superior nasal meatus; 7. greater wing of sphenoid bone. C. Coronal cut, posterior view of nasal turbinates, depicting the bifid right superior turbinate (arrow), the left (principal) superior turbinate (double-headed arrow) and the left secondary superior turbinate (arrowhead).

**Figure 3.** Successive (A-C) three-dimensional volume renderizations of left lateral nasal wall. A. The postero-superior part of nasal septum (ns) is located inferior to the sphenoidal sinus (SS). The left lateral nasal wall attaches the superior (normal/principal) turbinate (double-headed arrow). The middle turbinate (MT) has a minor indentation (*) on the medial side. B, C. The superior turbinate was removed digitally and beneath it a secondary superior turbinate (arrowhead) is found. The MT is sagitally cut and beneath it are observed the ethmoidal bulla (EB) and the medially bent uncinate process which conforms so an accessory middle turbinate (triple-headed arrow). IT: inferior turbinate.